**Briefing**

TOMORROW is Markin Activity Day - You’ll be asked to choose between soccer, volleyball, ping pong, sidewalk chalk, and track walking. Make sure you think about what shoes you need to wear for your activity of choice!

A change of schedule. There will not be swimming on Wednesday due to pool maintenance. The staff has another group activity planned that will not include water. The management sends their apologies.

On Thursday you will need to bring your own drink for lunch!

Concert on Friday, June 16th. The students will remain on campus until the 7:00 pm concert in Dingeldine Music Center. Dinner will be provided. Students should wear their camp shirts (which will be distributed on Friday) for this concert along with black pants, dark shoes/socks - no sandals or flip flops please. The concert will conclude at approximately 8:00 pm. Admission is FREE!

---

**DAILY REPORT**

*Monday, June 12, 2017*

Campers, your mission, if you choose to accept it, is to attend the 13th Year of the Central Illinois Summer Band Camp. As with any secret agent mission the first task is always to get acquainted with your surroundings. The day started off by learning about the other students in the band and the staff and beginning morning rehearsal. During this time, we work as a full band on our fundamentals and our music for the concert. After this rehearsal time, campers learned with their sectional teachers and also visited with Mrs. Butler for music history class. After a refueling stop at lunch, we enjoyed the performance on euphonium from Sam Stauffer. Then Mr. Loring helped the campers learn their way around Bradley’s campus on the search for the man with the golden baton. After our games and snacks, students had another session of sectionals or history class before returning to the stage for the afternoon’s rehearsal. Now that campers know their way around, we’re excited to have big and great things happen over the course of this week! Now... this newsletter will self destruct in 5 sections....
Composer Profile

Lalo Schifrin

Immensely talented, Argentinian born pianist, conductor and composer who has written over 100 scores for both television & the cinema.

During his illustrious career, Schifrin has received four Grammy Awards, and has received six Oscar nominations.

Schifrin received his classical music training in both Argentina & France, and is a highly-respected jazz pianist. On moving back to Buenos Aires in the mid 1950s, Schifrin formed his own big band, and was noticed by jazz legend Dizzy Gillespie, who asked him to become his pianist and arranger. Schifrin moved to the United States in 1958 and his career really began to take off. In addition to his jazz and cinema compositions,

Schifrin is one of the talented and significant contributors to film music over the past 40 years including writing for the Jackie Chan films Rush Hour (1998) and Rush Hour 2 (2001).

Sometimes when the band doesn’t play in tune Dr. Vroman considers other career paths. These are some of his experiences:

“When I went to the IRS to apply for a job, they told me to leave and never return.”

“I tried to start a GPS store, but the whole thing’s gone south.”

“When I didn’t get hired at the print shop, I stamped my foot.”